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Elect Senate
Reps in Spring

by Raymond Stock

by Susan Collins

continued on page 3

International

Ennui strikes students on the edge of life. See 'Prick of the Thorn Award', page 2 (photo by John Wanat)

Lubbers Discusses Retirement Benefits
Both Sexes to Receive Equal Annuity
by Cynthia Stevens
President Lubbers voiced his views
on several campus and administrative
issues during a l.anthom interview on
Jan. 23.
The major topic of discussion was
the monthly conference of Michigan
college presidents he attended
Jan. 22.
The two main items on the agenda
for this month’s meeting were: the
Teacher’s
Insurance
Annuity

Lubbers (photo by John Wsnst)

by t«"4y Freed
The 3rd International Festival will
be held in the Campus Center MultiPurpose Room on Friday, February
8, from 6-10 p.m.
The purpose of the festival is to
encourage others to become more
appreciative and knowledgable of
diverse cultures. It also helps to
identify the international students as
an active and united group as well as
individual representatives of different
countries and cultures.
Highlighting the festival are inter
esting and colorfull displays of arts
and crafts and performances in native
costumes such as South Pacific Hula,
Japanese Folk, and Korean Stick
Dancing.
This event has been arranged and
prepared
by the intern ation al
students from 2$ countries a t GVSC
A dinner, for which tickets are no
, starts a t 6 pjn . The
portion o f the prois free, begins at B:30
For a preview o f i
ere wiD be a
rtM io ng Theater, tomorrow
Friday. Feb. t .

Association and College Retirement
Equities Fund (T1AA/CREF’), ami
explanation of the Governor’s recom
mendations for the budget.
The
Michigan
Director
of
Management of the Budget, Gerald
Miller, explained to the group
’ reasons for the different recom
mendations concerning the latter
issue, as well as projections for future
funding.
The T1AA/CREF had sparked a
controversy due to the fact that the
association was basing the amounts
given to college professors for retire
ment on mortality rates, as do many
insurance companies. This meant
that women were receiving less
money from the fund annually
because statistically, females live
longer than males. According to
President Lubbers, there were some
women who felt this was unfair, and
decided to take the matter of un
equal retirement pay to court. They
won their case.
TIAA was forced to pay equally,
but they persisted in appealing the
decision.
Michigan college presidents col
lectively decided that they wanted
their retirement fund to be nondiscriminatory, and so had decided
to check into alternatives to TIAA,

before the association changed their
policy and agreed to equal retirement
pay.
Gender will no longer be taken
into account when figuring annuity
benefits to employees.
These retirement funds are made
available to GVSC faculty and pro
fessional staff who have worked a
minimum of two years at the college
and are eligible for this fringe
benefit.
Discussion
at
this
month's
continued on page 3

Thomas Ruddy, 20 year-old CAS
sophomore, has received a month
long internship through the White
House for co-creating a report on the
feelings of Iranians in Michigan — a
report that is critical of alleged per
secution of Iranian students by the
government.
Ruddy, who is the co-ordinating
committee chairman of the GVSC
Model United Nations, wrote the
Iranian study with Steven Caswell
of Ann Arbor, a 22 year-old Soviet
affairs graduate ftom the University
of Michigan.
“I’m still in a state of shock about
the internship," said Ruddy.

The two-and-a-half month investi
gation of the Nov. 17, 1979 Kistler
Dormitory fire has resulted in the
arrest of a former GVSC student.
David C. Lanham of West Bloom
field, Mich, was arraigned Jan. 31 at
the 58th District Court in Grind
Haven on a charge of arson in an
occupied building.
Lanham lived on Kistler's second
floor, scene of the fire, last fall. He
became a suspect in early December

Student organizations who would
like to sponsor a dance, movie,
speaker or concert may find that
there is no money available. The
Student Senate Programming Com
mittee which allocates money to
student organization is almost two
thousand dollars in debt. The debt
was established by a financial state
ment issued by the Senate treasurer.
The debt was established by a finan
cial statement dated January 23.
The report points out that half of
this years programming allocation, of
$22,250, was spent by the a d of
fall term .
The books o f GVSC acconws are
usually 30 days behind actual dollar
amounts and certain deficits bane
been generally accepted.

continued on page 3

Ruddy (photo by John Wanat)

With ERA Still In Doubt

Women Face M ilitary Summons
by Catherine Behringer

No woman in the history of the
United States has ever been drifted.
The possibility that this fact will
cease to be in the near future clouds
an already complex issue of reinstiturion of draft registration as pro
posed by the President in his recent
State of the Union Address.
Carter must decide by Saturday
whetfierto recommend to Congress
the registration of over 16 million
draft age women. While Carter has
made no clear indication of his feel
ings concerning females in the mili
tary, his wife Rosalynn favors the re
gistration of both sexes. Army Sec
retary Clifford Alexander and Sec. of
after his first interview with author Defense Harold Brown agree.
The question many women are
ities. Then registered as a freshman,
Lanham did not come back to class now asking is this: How will resolu
tion of this issue affect the Equal
es after Christmas.
Voluntarily returning for a poly Rights Amendment (ERA)?
In terms of Constitutional law the
graph on Jan. 31, Lanham’s re
sponses to the test strengthened the two issues do not necessarily go hand
in hand. Congress may pass a manda
impression of his guilt to the police.
tory registration bill including
State Fire Marshal Haydamacker women, without passing the ERA
To many feminist groups that
says that Lanham may have set the
would be construed as another
fire for “a prank.”
blatant example of “selective equal
ity.” In other words, equal privi
leges are afforded to women only
when it is convenient to do so.
Curt Hansen, Programming Com Jenny Wright of the GVSC Women’s
mittee chairperson, said the reason Information Bureau stated that, “If a
for such a large deficit at this time is women wants to be part of the milithat the budget for the spring term
Blues and Jazz Festival was allocated
late in the fall term. It is a historic
practice for Programming to take
Blues and Jazz monies out in the fall
and return them to the budget in the
tary that's her choice. But without
spreqg.
To deal with this deficit, Hansen passage of the ERA I don't think
intends to propose a re-allocation of Carter can ask women to serve.. . ”
Ou uic uuici ihmmi, u ERA p n m
student fees and tram the Senate
contingency fund. This recommen into law, registration and induction
dation ia on the agenda of the Senate of women will be autom atic.
According to Staff Sergeant David
Student organizations may wish Whitmire of Holland, Michigan's
to request re-allocarion of funds A rc,/ Recruiting Office, the United
I for other Senate States uses its women closer to the
If not their will be a front lines d u n any ocher army in
the world, including the Israelis. AF

Committee *2000 in D ebt

Ruddy has a major in internation
al relations with a minor in Iranian
studies.
In the Iranian report, Ruddy and
Caswell object to the singling out of
Iranian students for investigation by
the government in the wake of the
hostage crisis in Teheran.
"It
boggles
them
(Iranian
students) that the United States may
speak of international law and
human rights, yet selectively enforce
its own statutes and deny the tenets
of its own basic document (the U.S.
constitution)," reads one section.

«

with another report on the Middle
East situation, were apparently handdelivered to the White House on Jan.
2, by Set Momjian, Nationalities Div
ision chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, as a favor to
Ruddy.
Ruddy’s internship will be con
ducted with the cooperation of the
White
House
through
George
Washington University from late
March to late April, 1980, and will
be supervised by Momjian.
The
exact nature of Ruddy’s duties and
the identity of the office to which he
will be assigned have not yet been
determined.
The 40-page Iranian report was
compiled in December, using inter
views with students, college officials
and representatives of the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Ser-

though Israel does draft women they
stopped using them in combat in the
late 1940’s for two reasons: to re
stimulate population growth in the
nation and because of reports that
Arab soldiers fought harder when
threatened with capture by women.
Female soldiers in Israel are now
classified as “home guard.” This
means that only in the event that
their village is attacked would they
move to trench lines and fight.
But they are not aggressively placed
with the infantry.

a matter of policy though, not la.v,
as in the Air Force and Navy.
But policies arc changeable. And
there are many who feel that women
belong in the military. “Women have
been getting the benefits of citizen
ship for a long time. It’s time they
assumed some of the responsibility,
remarked 24 year old Lt. Ann
Clawson, stationed in Fort Benning,
Ga.
Carol Linteau, of the Public In
terest Research Group In Michigan

U.S. Military Preparedness
Part Three

Suspect Nabbed in Kistler Arson

Students Display
Their Culture

Number 20

*Student Report Earns
Washington Appointment

Students Will

GVSC students will have the op
portunity during advanced spring re
gistration (Feb. 25-29) to elect their
Student Senate (SS) representatives
for the 1980-81 school year.
Presently, the Student Senate is
composed of thirty representatives
from all of the colleges: The College
of Arts and Sciences (CAS), Kirkhof,
William James, Seidman Graduate
College, Thomas Jefferson College
an the Developmental Skills Institute
(DSI). Each unit has at least two
seats. The remainder are distributed
proportionally based on each col
lege’s enrollment.
The Senate’s role is to act on be
half of the students as a voice on
campus to the Administration and
the Board of Control, and student
concerns in general.
In addition, the SS controls funds
that arc allocated to the various
student organizations. This year the
Senate had a $50,000 budget and
hopes to increase it next year. Funds
are procured by taking $ .21 per cre
dit hour generated by the colleges.
The election of the president will
take place in early April by the new
Senate members through a simple
majority.
Commenting on why direct-elec
tion is no longer used in selecting the
top position, President Jeff Hubbard
said, “We did have that system in
1977, and the president was elected
by 200 votes. Plus, CAS dominated
the election-we wanted more distri
bution to get all the colleges to
gether.”
Due to the closing of TJC, SS
President Hubbard is uncertain if the
Senate will continue to be a 30-mem
ber council, or if the number will be
readjusted according to a headcount.
Last year, since each college con
ducted their own elections separate
ly, the SS has no idea what voter
tum-out was last year. Hubbard
hopes to remedy this by having all
the elections centrally located in the
Campus Center at the Laker Landing.
All nominations will be placed on
ballots for a student vote during ad
vanced registration.

u
rn

Although American women are
not used in positions where they will
draw hostile fire they are assigned to
combat support roles such as gener
ator operators or supply-truck drivers
as close as a mile from the front
lines. In addition, there has been
pressure to allow more women to
leam to fly war planes.
Much of this came about as a
direct result of a law suit filed for
the women’s liberation movement
against the U.S. Army. So, eight or
ten months ago women began to
receive the same basic training as
men in sil areas but two. The ob
stacle course is optional and women

4theirs is not to reason why9
-Tennyson
are not required to do the same
number of push-ups is men.
Whitmire says, “Women cannot go
• _ HUUIW
• U. •iu- a c «C
. _—pais; m:—a
UlUI
w«s •»>
physiological reasons. Women, for
the most part, do not have the physi
cal strength. . . I’m not saying that
every woman in this country could
not be in th e infantry. But the b ig 
ot
of them would have
an awful lo t o f trouble.”
The
Army’s combat exclusion practice is

(P1RG1M), believes that American
women arc being lured into support
ing registration by a government who
tells them they are finally being given
a chance to prove to men that
women are equal and thus ready to
serve their country too.
“Women shouldn’t be sucked into
that. Women are being promised
equal opportunity for advancements,
but you don't sec leading blacks or
leading chicanos in the military. "And
you won’t see leading women
either. . .because it’s being controlled
by the white, male club,” Linteau
said, adding that equality in the mili
tary does not insure equality in soc
iety.
But the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) has vowed to sue the
U.S. government if women sre not
included in the proposed registration.
Diana Steel, director of the union's
Women's Rights Project feels, “Men
do not have s monopoly on patriot
ism, physical ability, desire for ad•—-tv re re • willingness to risk their
lives.”
Laura Murphy, one of
Steele’s project partners pointed out
that, “under current rulings of the
Supreme Court k would be uncon
stitutional to subject men and only
men to registration.. ."
c o n tin u e d on page 3
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Dale Sprik Announces Candidacy

Don’t Just Look A Gift Horse In The Mouth

Prick of the
Thorn Award
The GVSC Campus Center, a large brown building on the south side
of campus, is the second recipient of The Lanthorn's “Prick of the Thom
Award."
It’s not in the center of campus. It looks like the manor of a modem
acadcmic-fieldom. Its bricks are brittle and break from the weight of ici
cles poised though to impale those who pace through its doors-like some
random, medieval defense against those it was meant to serve.
And who was it meant to serve?
The Campus Center features an awful lot of offices: The Student
Senate, the Model United Nations, the Student Affairs Office, etc. While
it may be difficult to infer which of these groups docs the most to repre
sent the interests of students here, some feel that Student Affairs, with its
responsibilities to provide so many student activities, services, and con
trols, does the best job.
After all, there are no riots at GVSC.
There is something ineffable about the life in the Campus Center. There
is something about the students perpetually watching the Edge of Life on
the color televisions, or reading the irregular announcements on the un
readable black and white monitors, or sitting in groups complaining of
sexual harassment, that disturbs the most dispassionate of observers.
All these are ineffectual expressions of ennui, yet may still be the
closest thing to student activism in our time.

The relatively modern
technique of bulk mail
ing has certain distinct
advantages as well as dis
advantages. Having been
placed on the mailing list
of the great, the near
great, and the never to
be great, The latnthorn is
daily inundated with
by J. A. Foote written paraphernalia
from sundry causes, political candidates, and
other disseminators of divine guidance.
We were recently privileged to receive a
press release from the local offices of Dale
Sprik, candidate for the Democratic nomina
tion for U.S. Congress from the fifth Congres
sional district. Mr. Sprik outlined the folly of
the present government policies and more im
portantly his presumed solutions.
The emphasis md building block of his candi
dacy outlined in his four page announcement is,
"I want to see a return to basics in the relation
ship between people and government.’’ This
“back to basics” thought; a misnomer is re
peated throughout the paper.
What is "back to basics”? Nowhere is it
explained.
When did this Nirvana exist? It is of course
an appealing phrase, playing as it docs on the
popular American political myth that sometime
in cither the near or distant past life was sim
pler, with facts that those who commented on
the days of the American Republic down thru
its history consistently lamented the complex
ity of government.
Does Mr. Sprik refer to a period where the
government provided neither protection from

corporations, nor had passed any social legis
lation? Does he believe "basics” existed PreCivil war? Does he believe "basics" existed at
the time of the original Constitution-a docu
ment devoid of such bothersome amendments
commonly known as the Bill of Rights? Does
he believe basics existed in colonnial America
during its love affair with England-a love affair
that led to the American Revolution? When
precisely did “basics" exists?
The facts are that it never really did. The
facts are that is an example of another politi
cian using attractive phrases but saying abso
lutely nothing. For this we should elect him?
Mr. Sprik indicates that he is about to un
veil a "novel” energy policy which would pro
tect the public from those who have a vested
interest in a particular form of energy and pro
vide numerous energy sources to 'free Ameri
cans of foreign energy sources." This statement
is nothing less than incredible. Unless Sprik has
harnessed the direct power of the sun utilizing
technology known to no one except himself it

is also a lie.
Alternative energy sources such as solar
power, shale oil, windmills, plants, solid waste,
and water power, mentioned by Mr. Sprik will
provide a maximum of no more than 15-25% of
this country's energy needs presuming a major
shift in US energy policy and expenditures.
Under no circumstances would this “free Amer
icans of foreign energy sources” His approach
is indeed "novel" as in relating to fiction.
Undaunted, Sprik states that this policy
will ultimately produce cheaper energy prices,
strengthen the American dollar and thus re
duce inflation. He forgot to say it would also
end the heartbreak of psoriasis.
Finally Sprik, in his determined effort to lay
all the troubles of society at the feet of his op
ponent Harold Sawyer states that “The oil
companies don’t need a lobbyist in Washington.
They have one in Harold Sawyer." Since Sawyer
is a sitting US Congressman and it is a violation
of law for a Congressman to work as a register
ed lobbyist,one would of course expect Sprik
to file suit and/or encourage criminal charges
against Sawyer. No such action is contemplat
ed however as Sawyer is not in fact a lobbyist
and Sprik in this instance admitted "bending
the truth".
While I am no friend of Harold Sawyer, 1
cannot subscribe to Mr. Spriks offer of simple
yet colorful solutions to complex problems.
Mr. Sprik bemoans the fact that 1978 the good
people of Michigan chose to return Sawyer to
Congress by a mere 1172 votes out of 165,000
cast. If his position paper announcing his cand
idacy is an example of what we might expect
from him if elected, perhaps it might be best if
the above cliffhanger became a landslide.'

The Campus Center is also the home of student media. WSRX, with its
experimental clientele, may soon be vaporized in a power boost that will
render it a mere administrative antenna. As for The Lanthorn, no one is
quite sure who reads it besides the central administrators across Zumberge
Pond.
The Campus Center, like its north campus cousin, the Commons, also
contains Saga, which some customers call a cheezy conglomerate with a
sleazy slate of overpriced plates to consume students between classes.
And with its scenic camopy of glass, the Campus Center may be one of
the few buildings of world that is actually colder upstairs than it is below.
There is also a subtle insecurity in the Campus Center. There are always
rumois of things going wrong in the Games Room, of signs mysteriously
changing in the corridors, of unauthorized access to newspaper offices by
college employees.
And why is it called the Campus Center? Most campusesfiave a student
union. GVSC’s Campus Center was built in 1973, at the end of a long era
of intense international student unrest, and was named to keep the peace:
fortress architecture with a defensive name — a Well-Rounded World on
the Edge of Life.
Besides, we all know how Dick DeVos feels about unions.
The Campus Center offers some other, more serious causes for concern:
the self-allocating toilet roots that dispense only two sheets at at a time,
the forced servitude of students to the Saga/Bookstore monopolies in a
building meant to meet their needs, the requirement to have dated permis
sion to post a notice on the bulletin boards, the sporadic ran-sacking of
student organization files, the student and administrative offices that close
at five o’clock, like so many Hudsonville sidewalks.

LA N TH O R N L sttsn to tha editor must include signature, address and phone
number of tha writer. Tha address and phone number w ill not be printed. Tha
w riter's name may be withheld on request but publication o f anonymous letters is
not encouraged. Letters which are legible and under 300 words are most like ly to be
printed. A ll are subject to careful condensation. Tha LANTH O R N ratarvaa tha right
to reject any latter.

-that United States policy,
especially in the 1970’s, en
couraged the Shah to spend
25% of Iran’s GNP on mili
tary expenditures for “de
fense", in order to protect
Western interests in that re
gion, while the majority of
Iranians lived in poverty.

Editor:
United States foreign policy is
rerely accused of being instructed by
a profound understanding of history.
The government’s latest demonstra
tion of amnesia makes such an accus
ation even more remote. Apparently
competing with the Ayatollah
Khomeini and the editors of Pravda
in the production of self-righteous
propaganda, our leaders have once
again buried historical fact in the in
terests of imperial (and probably
electoral) policy.
United States policy toward Iran
reasserts America’s determination to
forget the past at all costs. After de
cades of support for the tyrannical
Shah (“our friend"), despite his
brutal oppression oi the population
of Iran, our government has engaged
in an all out propaganda war against
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the new regime. Our government in
dignantly proclaims that the Iranians
are engaged in an act of irrational
terrorism against innocent people, in
flagrant violation of human decency
and international law.
As Vice President Mondale, re
flecting his depth of understanding,
has said so often, “our only concern
is the release of the hostages.”
Which icerns, then, are not ours?
What have we forgotten?
-how the CIA backed coup
toppled the ever popular
Mossadegh opposed oil com
pany exploitation o f his cou
n try’s natural resources.

f

-that the ' Iranian secret
police (SAVAK), which kill
ed, imprisoned, ai>4 tortured
tens of thousands of Iranians

t

(and also kidnapped and
threatened dissident Iranian
students in other countries)
was trained by the CIA.

-that the real basis of the
Shah's regjrne was not pop
ular support but rather the
support of a foreign power—
the United States.
We forget that our government's
puppet regime held hostage the pop
ulation of Iran for twenty six years.
No one in this country calls this
irrational terrorism, nor a breach in
international law. But is it not at
least as flagrant a violation of human
decency and as severe an attack on
innocent persons as the holding
hostage of fifty representatives of the
foreign power that sustained the
tyranny of the Shah?
The President then allowed the
entry o f the Shah ( “our friend")
into this country for “h u n tu icsiu n "
reasons— a ftna1 slap in the
of
the Iranian people. If this is C arter’s
concept of human rights, it should be
clear why the American em bsay
would be a target of Iranian ituy.
Our leaders regard with regret
and m tpriae the “fanatical" nature at

the Khomeini regime. They conven
iently ignore the fact that the ty
ranny of the Shah was not conducive
to an orderly and polite change of
power.
Decades of oppression make mod
erate voices useless (or dead), and en
courage more extreme solutions. In
its unquestioning support of this op
pression, the United States earned
the unquestioning opposition of the
Iranian people.
The “mysterious emotionalism”
- that Western commentators enjoy
gossiping about should not be so
confusing. This “ fanaticism ” wls
expressed succindy a few years ago
in a movie about the American pow
er structure: “ I’m mad as hell and
I’m not going to take it any more.”
Our leaders, afflicted with a con
venient case of amnesia, forget their
part in decades of oppression of
millions of people in order to ex
plode with righteous indignation at
the desperate attempt of a nation to
•Reft its independence from an old
foe.
Christopher Bell
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Student Senate
The Allocations Committee is to
oversee the disbursement of funds
dealing with operational expenses,
conferences, travel, "and all other
committees not dealing with the
standing committees,” says the SS
Constitution.
The Programming and Recreation
Committees are responsible for pro
viding well-balanced activity and re
creational programs, respectively, for
the entire Grand Valley community.

,

a Ruddy
;

f r0m page0ne

In order to qualify for Student
Senate, undergraduates must carry
10 credits and graduate students, six.
He or she may not be an officer in a
student organization and can not be
on academic probation.
Newly elected Sejiatois will work
with lame-duck members, getting a
feel for the organization and its pro
cedures. The members will also par
ticipate in a workshop where they
become familiar with the Senate's

Lubbers

Constitution. The new members will
officially begin May 1.
The president is responsible for
selecting the Appointments Com
mittee which must have a member
from each college. The committee
will appoint the remaining Senators
to their respectives committees. The
Appointments Committee is also re
sponsible for ensuing competent re
presentation on all other committees,
boards, and task forces.

from page one

meeting involved the question of
retroactivity of the fund and other
ramifications of the policy change.
“At present, the change will not
affect payments to persons now
receiving annuity income, nor will it
affect future benefits resulting from
premiums paid before the adoption
of the new cable.”, states The Forum
Another function of the meeting
of Michigan college presidents is
sending communications to the
governor. This is done two or three
times a year said Lubbers, to inform
the governor about the concerns of
this group.
During the interview, the River
Ridge project was also discussed.
This is the planned development

slated for construction across from
the college on M-45. Lubbers ex
pressed support for the development,
saying that the benefits derived by
the college and the development
would be mutual.
When asked
whether any plans had been set for
construction of a presidential resi
dence within the development,
Lubbers replied, "No, there are no
plans developed, though there is land
that has been reserved for that pur
pose.”
Since the death of Russel H.
Kirkhof, the benefactor of Kirkhof
College, there has been speculation
on the future use of the Kirkhof
home, located on Linden Ave.
Kirkhof also owned Linden Pond

which is frequented by college stu
dents in the summer months.
Lubbers said that as yet there
have been no decisions made con
cerning the Kirkhof estate, but that
the residence may be used to house
guests of the college.
Finally, Lubbers was asked what
he thought about this year’s
Lanthom. The President answered,
"I think the news coverage is broad,
which is good, and the news stories
are generally pertinent.”
He added that during his years at
Grand Valley, he has seen The
Lanthom have its good times and its
bad times. He concluded, “When it
really gets bad, 1 just don't read it.”

from page one

The report also camplains of phys
ical harassment of some Iranians in
Michigan (most are students), and
says that least one Saudi from GVSC
was attacked by aeveral American
males near campus.
Allegedly the Saudi, first mistaken
for an Iranian, was assaulted even
^fter establishing his Arab identity.
However, the report cites no names,
dates or places concerning the incid
ent.
The Iranian student report also
claims that the majority of Iranians
interviewed
are
silently
antiAyatolla, as well as anti-Shah, but are
afraid of speaking out for fear of
reprisals by supporters of the Imam.
While refusing to comment on the
conclusions of the report, Momjian
praised both it and Ruddy as “very
thorough.”
“It (the report) is a fresh ap
proach.
Tom was always very
thorough. Last year, he visited the
United Nations in New York with me
and amazed many people there,
people who had been there 20 years,
with his thoroughness and his know
ledge of the U.N. He actually knew
more about the U.N.'s structure than
some people who had been there for
many years.”
Momjian is a former member of
the United States delegation to the
United Nations, and was President

the World Human Rights Conference
in Geneva last March.
Other than Ruddy’s internship,
there has been no formal response to
the reports from the White House.
Commenting on the reason for the
Iranian student report, Caswell said,
"Originally, I started in with Tom to
find out what was happening with
the Iranians, and at the end decided
to make a plea for them."
Ruddy
primarily interviewed
students for the Iranian report,
while Caswell took on college and
government administrators.
Ruddy's involvement with Iran

Militaryfrom page one
The ACLU, along with groups
such as National Women’s Political
Caucus, Women’s Strik for Peace, the
Gray Panthers, and the National
Council of Negro Women share the
belief that the true issue is not sim
ply whether women should be regist
ered and possibly drafted, but
whether anyone should be. They
have called on supporters to lead a
new anti-war movement. They share

controversy will create an iron-clad
alliance between both sexes for the
common cause of human rights.
For centuries, regardless of the
rationale for war, scores of young
people have agreed to fight unquestioningly for
their
homelands.
Tennyson once wrote: “Theirs is not
to make reply, theirs is not to reason
why, theirs is but to do and die.”
But then, Tennyson lived a long,
long time ago.
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For Flowers and Plants On Valentines Day

D

A TTEN TIO N

GRANDVILLE FLORAL

began in 1969, when his father John
Ruddy, an
executive for Ford
Aerospace, was stationed in Teheran
for three years. “I still speak some
functional Farsi (Persian), and want
to go back for a visit," says Tom.
While living in Iran, Ruddy once
met Shah Mohamed Reza Pahlavi, an
Imperial Iranian Air Force aerial
weaponry show.
“They used
napalm, helicopters, paratroopers. I
was too young then to remember the
rest now.” However, he does recall
that "1 really wanted tc sit down and
talk with him. He was really intelli
gent.”
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3:00 p.m. Feb 14
Register at the bookstore

REMEMBER:
1980-81 Student Senate nominating
petitions may be picked up from your academic units.
Call the Student Senate Office, extension 231, for speci
fic locations.

4269 Chicago Dr., Grandville

5 3 4 -8 6 3 5

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
to G V S C students

TH E VIRGINIA ST A T IO N

- vS

ON ALL PURCHASES!
Financing Available

1st prize $10.00 gift Certificate
2nd prize Box of Candy
3rd prize Box of Candy
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"Who loves ya baby”
T—Shirts

'< ° v>

6751 Lake Michigan Dr.
Allendale 895-6568

Stores Close to You in
Holland - Grand Rapids
Muskegon

Valentines for *
Everyone at the

o
o

CAMPUS CO

•

ThereS a lot w
more of these
Want<>A^
around
c o l l e a d s tu d e n t f o r
- p a y in g aurw et*
than you
jo b . /
V
.
might think.
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Did you get yours?

W inter Term
Textbooks
Should be Purchased by

*

Feb. 15.
1
The Bookstore will begin
processing the return of

And you don't have to just rely on your local
newspaper to find them. Because this spring,
Ford's Insider magazine will feature an
entire issue on how and where to find summer
employment.
There will be information on government
jobs, including tips on taking the Civil Service
exam. Articles on overseas jobs, too Intern
and co-op programs in private business. Jobs
workin' on the railroad and other outdoor
money-makers. Jobs at resorts. Even jobs at
Disneyland. And for the individualist, job
profiles of a clam digger and a magician.

Insider will help you find the summer job
you need And to find Insider, all you have to
do is pick up a copy of your college pape'
and look inside It s free from Ford.
Look far Summer Job

unsold Textbooks to the
publishers.
W inter Term
books may not be available £
after Feb. 15,1980

?

FORD DIVISION

CAMPUS _J
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Hubbell
In
The Corner

u n t h o m ^ r t V E n t e r t a in m e n t
Lunchbreak Smorgasborg: Hungarian Style
by Susan Kruger

You Gone M ad
The City (USA) - You were found early this morning, standing on your
garage roof, wearing a motorcycle helmet and waving a white flag. Shout
ing “Armageddon Now!” you shook your fist at an apparently unknown
assailant and babbled on and on about “conspiracy” and “the forces of
good and evil.” You were arrested and taken away for psychiatric exam
ination, “in the name of law and order.”
Up until this tragic scene, you lived what might be considered a “nor
mal life.” You rose each morning and enjoyed your oayneal and grape
fruit juice. Your neighbors all thought that you were “a really normal per
son, perhaps a bit too concerned with daily life, but just an average sort of
person.”
They (those others) started to notice a change in you about a month
ago. You began eating every meal in the office —alone. You started
drinking heavily and wearing tom and weathered clothing. You apparent
ly didn’t “give a darn” anymore. You gave up. '
You were interviewed by The Lanthom this morning. You told the re
porter that one day you had suddenly realized “what it was all about.”
You went on to review the events leading to your sudden revelation.
You lit a cigarette and began, “i got up one morning, the shower was
cold, all I had to wear was dirty clothes. I broke a new rhoe lace. I was
going to drive to school but when I walked out into the morning air 1 saw
that I had a flat tire. A dog was peeing on it. 1 had to rob my penny col
lection for bus fare.”
You went on to relate misfortune upon misfortune. You shook your
head and finished by stating, “ I did not know what to do with my life. I
was being pressured into graduating. 1 had no ambition and every daily
task was a failure. I suddenly perceived the true essence of my existence.
I lived a daily life of changing clothes (an obsession), eating cafeteria food
(indigestion), going to classes, curbing sexual desires, sharing gossip, and
winding eternal alarm clocks.”
You got excited and started to perspire. You blurted out, “The world
and my daily life were falling apart. 1 began to imagine bombs raining
down upon Zumberge Pond. I saw the forces of good and evil, and their
never ending conflict. I bugged out.”
You were left sobbing in your padded cell. You were crippled by the
thoughts that the media fed to you. The impending WAR and your next
month’s RENT were embedded too deeply upon your fragile conscience.
There seems to be a new, and frightening, trend emerging in this, mein
Amcrika. Spurred on by “Armageddon Now!” fears, the whole of our
fibre is being sucked into trivial and, conversely, unbelievably complex
issues of daily existence. "Should we procure passports for Switzerland
and/or Canada,” you ask. Well you bugged out because you lost your
sense of humor or you realized the energy needed to ignore inconven
iences.

All I wanted was Tibor Szasz’
phone number and I ended up with
an enthusiastic dissertation on the
arts.
I was speaking with Joan
Lettvin, director of Great Lakes Per
forming Artist Associates in Ann
Arbor, the agency which handles
such performers as Hungarian pianist
Szasz, who will play in Grand Val
ley’s Lunchbreak Series February 14.
“College ought to expose (people)
to new tastes," Mrs. Lettvin said;
things they might not get a chance to
know about so easily later. “You
might as well think of (the arts) as a
smorgasborg you can taste while
you’re there” (in college). People
“do themselves an injustice if all they
do is cat the same foods; they owe it
to themselves to at least taste” new
ones, she continued.
This writer finds the Lunchbreak
Series itself one of those “smorgasborgs." Having attended five other
colleges, from small private to state
university to ivy league, before
coming to Grand Valley, she was
amazed at the number, quality and
variety of performances available in
this scrics-and all free.
It’s a marvelous way to sample
different arts-from film animation,
to modem dance, to clowning, and
from piano to violin or vocal solos.
You don’t have to get dressed up,
pay lots of money for tickets, drive
all the way to Ann Arbor, Holland or
Chicago-and you don’t have to be
stuck there if you don’t like it after
all.
No huge commitment is neces
sary. You just go over to Louis
Armstrong Theatre on your lunch
hour whenever the PAC flag flies.
You can even eat inside the theatre
as long as you bring “silent” food-no
potato chips or crackly paper hags.

Hungarian Pianist Tibor Szasz
In our talk, Mrs. Lettvin high
lighted a dual benefit from such con
certs. Not only do they feed or ex
pand the tastes of the audience but,
she says, "by attending you build the
future of artists in the United States.
(Every performance) is a vital link in
the renaissance of the arts in the en
tire country” and determines “what
kind of world you will build —one in
which those who are performing art
ists will have to drive cabs and wash
windows”, or will have continuing
audiences for their work.
Mrs. Lettvin is obviously excited
about the possibilities live perform
ances have for “putting the artist in
direct contact with the audience,”
and secs college as a special place for
this to happen. Simply by attending
an arts event one can shape the
climate of support for the arts in
general and “become involved in the
community at large while still in
college.” Every person that attends
encourages the sponsor to continue
the program, she notes.
Meanwhile, what of Tibor Szisz?

I finally reached him at home a few
hours later. He had just been practic
ing at his piano, which he keeps in
the Unitarian Chruch in Ann Arbor,
where he now lives.
Originally from the Transylvania
region that used to be in Hungary
but is now part of Rumania, Szasz
came to the United States in 1970 to
study at Boston’s New England Con
servatory of Music. He moved to
Ann Arbor in 1977 to do doctoral
studies.
Mr. Szasz has won first prized in
numerous international competi
tions, been guest soloist with Arthur
Fiedler and the Boston Pops, and
performed throughout the United
States and Europe as a soloist, and
on National Public Radio programs
now being broadcast. Recently he
completed a European tour with
Violinist Miha Pogacnik.
I asked him about Bartok’s
“Evening in Transylvania”, one of
the pieces he will play next Thurs
day. “It’s not based on a (specific)
folk melody,” he said, “but a melody

of Bartok’s own invention that re
sembled so much the folk idiom that
he himself said he would not be sur
prised if it had already existed."
It is short, only a minute and a
half, and though the notes are sim
ple, he finds it is “not easy to play it
right. To play the vibratto you must
have studied folk music. It is hard to
play because one has to know the
folk idiom to play in the proper
style, just as you must know jazz to
get the proper feeling. You can’t
just put the score in front of some
one and ask him to just play the
notes,” he adds.
Szasz has studied the Hungarian
folk idiom, has his own extensive
collection of authentic recorded folk
music, and has the added advantage
of being raised in the very region
Bartok’s pieces celebrate. How this
influences his interpretation of the
music will be seen next week.
Considering the stereotype west
erners have of Transylvania (I myself
didn’t find out that Count Dracula
was a historical
figure, and
Transylvania a region, not a country,
until a few years ago), I asked him
how he thinks of Transylvania.
This area, Szisz replied, “was
throughout history the crossroads be
tween East and West (in Europe). . .
and probably the most important
cultural center, the last cultural cen
ter of Europe that was still westernoriented (that is not slavik or orien
tal) before 1918, when it came under
the Rumanian regime.
Until then the area was part of
Hungary, although many Rumanian*
lived there. Szasz notes the oddity
that Bela Bartok collected a series of
folk dances, mostly for piano or
violin, called originally “ Rumanian
Folk Dances from Hungary.” These
dances are today usually called just
Rumanian Folk Dances and few
realize their Hungarian origins.
In addition to works by Hungar
ian composers Liszt, Dohnanyi and
Bartok,
Szisz
includes
Ravel,
Couperin, Enesco and Beethoven in
his repertoire.
His performance February 14 will
be at 1:00 in LAT.

‘Godspell’Proves a Joyous Celebration
Holland Community Theatre’s
"Godspell" is a joyous celebration of
the Gospel according to Matthew.
Dan Weller, in the lead role of Christ,
leads an eighteen-member cast and
the audience in an energetic and
cre-’-'ve experience.
The show is usually produced
with a cast of ten, but directorchoreographer Marilyn Manila has

molded the oversize group into an
intimate and effective unit. Despite
a sometimes crowded stage, the show
has energy and continuity.
The
entire chorus effect is exciting, in
spite of a couple of weak voices.
The accompanying quartet, led
by musical director Ruth Burkholder
on piano, and including drums, bass
guitar and lead guitar, coordinated
well with the chorus. However, it

was difficult to hear and understand
the band members when they sang
without chorus in “On The Willows.”
Many of the performers are recent
college graduates who have become
a welcome pan of the Holland
community and HCT.
“Godspell" continues February 7,
8, 9 at 8:15 p.m. in the High School.
Students tickets are $3.00 in ad
vance, $4.00 at the door.

"Tap-a-tap-a-tap-a"-Uather-working in the Crafts Room (Photo by John Haafka)

Action Now!

Yes,Virginia, There Is a Crafts Room
by J. Oscar Bittinger

cover and double boiler on top, and a
Tehra Matthias, sitting at another
pegboard with a hanging macramc
part of the table, adds “We have
Down the serpentine first floor of plant holder holding a paint can.
books and projects you can make for
the men's wing in Copeland, turning
Along the other side wall is a
your room or as gifts and each of us
past resident rooms, restrooms, and 1 ... o ... n ... g table used for cutting
can help with ideas or rough spots as
the laundry room, you come upon
wood and ironing wax out of
well as give group demonstrations.”
and peek into a pastel peach room.
material.
Knotting twine in a design around
On the walls are pegboards and
At the huge wood worktable off
a hoop, Kratch elaborates, “We do
cabinets.
Smells of melting wax, center in the middle of the room sits
projects in macramc, rug-hooking,
turpentine, tempera paints and tex Michelle Cullin, manager of the
leatherwork, candlemak ng, weaving,
tile dyes finger out into the hall.
Crafts Room. She is bending over a
sewing, silk screening, jewelry, tie
Radio music is punctuated by the round piece of leather she has just
dying and batik, among ether things.
tap-a-tap-a-tap-a of punches on finished punching with designs and
It’s very mellow here and people
leather, snipping of cloth, and saw- painting, applying a glossy finishing
can come in and work on projects at
voobah! voobah! voobah! caiock!
lacquer. The smell fills the whole
their leisure.’’
cutting wood.
area.
The fourth member of the staff,
Room 125 . . . is the Crafts
"This is the worst part,” she
Sharon Guenther, comes in shaking
Room.
says. “Most everything we do here
off snow and cold. “ People some
If you take a minute to come is fun and doesn’t smell this bad.
times miss the Crafts Room ’cause
inside you will be greeted by a You can make yourself a wallet or
it’s in the dorms, but it's still open
cheery voice. It's Karen Kratch and even a purse out of leather if you
for all students."
she invites you to take a look want to design it yourself."
After supper before studying
around.
Behind her are kits of leather
using the Crafts Room is a good way
At one end of the room these is projects to start with. You can also
to relax as wgll as build up concen
a sink for filling and rinsing, a black bring your own or have the Crafts
tration. The fooffl js open Mcfiuay
board, and a pile of boxes and some Room aider whatever you need.
through Thursday mornings 11 »««
wood used to dry batiks and tie-dyes.
"We have to chaige for m aterials,”
to 1 p.m-; weekdays from 3 to 9 p.m.
Around the back wall mule- the M ichele says, "b u t we p ax every and on weekends from 10 a.m. to
thing on to eradetits at our cost and
I p jn . Saturday and 1 to $ p.m.
sewing machine, a tabfc^rich ap h atie w ithout
Sunday.
a tax ."

Thursday

•Debra Van Tuinen: prints & drawings
v
Women, Registration and the Draft
Lecture. Terri Wheatley, Dr. Johnson, NAACP
Godspell

CC Gallery
CC Main Lounge
CC Multipurpose
Holland - H.S. PAC

11-5 p.m.
12-2 p.m.
2-5 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

Friday

Seed Coffeehouse
Womanhouse, film by Johanna Demetrakos
Intcmat’l Student —Performance
Exhibit/Dinner/Perf.
Black History: Movies
Winter Carnival
Godspell

CC Main Lounge
CCT
LA T- PAC
CC
123 Manitou
see posters
Holland - H.S. PAC

11:30 a.m.
12 p.m.
12 p.m.
6-10 p jn .
7, 9 p.m.
all day
8:15 p jn .

Saturday

Michigan Small College Honors Band
Movie: Deliverance
Black History: Lecture: J. Ingram
Icebreaker Dance
Godspell

LAT
132 LH
CC M ultipurpoie
CC Commons
Holland - H.S. PAC

7:00 p jn .
7, 9 p.m.
7-10 p jn .
10 p jn . - 2 t_m.
8:15 p jn .

Monday

Geoflicks: Erosion . . ./ Oil Welt
Movie: Deadline USA

118 Loutit
GR Museum

12-1 a jn .
7:30 p jn .

Tuesday

Geoflicks. Erosion . . . / Oil Well
The Crisis and The Draft: A discussion
TJC Showcase: Joel Yaggic. Dave Raczkowsky
Pit Coffeehouse

118 Loutit
C C Hardy Room
Lake Huron Hall
Cooeiand

10-11 s.m
1 p jn .
4 p jn .

Wednesday

Poetry: David John Kleis
Uncle Vanya

CC —Center Lounge
GR —Stage 3

12:15 p jn .
00 p jn .

•daily
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M rs. R odgers’ N eighborhood

CLASSIFIEDS
ON WORK STUDY?
HERE’S
WHAT'S
AVAILABLE
OFFCAMPUS!

Typists needed in Grand Rapids for
four-hour blocks of time during the
week. Must type at least 35 words
per minute. S3.50/hr.

Grand Rapids Urban Corps has a vari
ety of openings in many areas in
Grand Rapids - internships are also
available. $3.25/hour.

Waitress & waiters needed in the
Grand Rapids and surrounding
suburbs. Various pay scales.

Muskegon Urban Corps has several
openings in Muskegon - all S3.25/
hour:

Ski Department in retail store needs
part time clerk. Ski experience help
ful. $3.10 to start.

- Recreation aide for children in an
emergency shelter care facility.
Good for human services and recrea
tion majors.

Gymnasts needed to teach classes in
Jenision. Wyoming. 2-4 hours per
week.

- Clerical aide opening in prosecutor’s
office-good for clerical experience
and exposure to legal profession.
- Administrative intern needed to
conduct research and data collectioncriminal justice majoi preferred.
South Kent Community Education needs secretary with good language
skills - *3.10t per hour - KentwoodByron Center area.
Contact Sheila Klemm*for further
information at the Student Employ
ment Office in Seidman House (ext.
238 ).

••NEED SOME EXTRA CASH??????
Week-end stock person needed
in Wyoming. Start at $4.00/hr.

ay fg

H ot IAEA

Loss Prevention person needed in
area retail store. Start at $4.00/hr.
If you are interested in any of the
above opportunities please contact
either Steve Tagg - or - Michelle
Bridges in the Seidman House or
extension 238.
SUMMER. Murray Hotel, Mackinac
Island, Michigan needs cooks, main
tenance, pianists, bartenders, and
personnel for rotation between food
preparation, waitressing, and house
keeping.
Full time housekeeping
available.
Send complete resume,
work experience, recent photo, social
security number and first and last
day available to work to 3312 Green
Ed., Ann Arbor. Mich.
48105.
Continuously
hiring
through
September.

% h o lo tw $ —

Summer/Year Around Offshore JobsAll professions, skills and crafts.
Even unskilled.
Premium wages.
Send self-addressed, stamped enve
lope to: Dept. M, Box ’ 78, Mary
Esther, Florida 32569.
Part and full-time help wanted win
ter, spring and summer, office sales
and outdoor work, $5.00 and up,
Detroit, Lansing, Grand Rapids, and
Flint areas. Call John Jorgenson
517-337-7096.

VALENTINES DAY SPECIAL
Let that certain someone know how
much you care. Place a Valentines
Day personal in next week’s l-antbom.
Just think, you’re sitting around in
front of the fireplace with your
sweetheart, sipping champagne, and
pitching woo. You pull out The
Lantbom and your beloved spies the
Special Valentines Day Personals.
with a romantic note just for him or
her.

Even The l^nthom 's Business Mgr.
has the Valentines Day spirit. He has
consented to a discount for the per
sonals. fo r only $2.00, you can place
a heart warming personal of 15
words or less ($.05 extra for each ad
ditional word).
Show someone you care, she or he
is worth it.
Lanthorn Classified Ad Rate
. \ v.
r. .
#>i r n £ 1 e .m.es..A*
l) r>a>c rvaic:
-9 4 .. j \/ »ui
less. Each additional word- $.05.

2) Boldface Type ad—$.50.
3) Border around ad-$.50.
4) Commercial (Business Ad.) add$.50
NOTE: Payment must be enclosed
when submitting ad or personal. Ads
received without payment willnot be
printed! Deadline is Monday at noon.
Make check or money order payable
to - The Lant horn/Campus Center
Grand Valley State Colleges
Allendale, MI. 49401

m e v je a

VA LLEY FACULTY
STATE
C O LLE G E S

ASSOCIATION

SAGA introduces inflation fighters...

MAHE

GVSFA is
Unity - GVSC faculty members working together
to promote their own welfare and improve their
professional status through collective bargaining

Make your dollar s-t-r-e-t-c-h-!
Autonomy - GVSC faculty members determining
their own direction by democratic participation
in an effective faculty organization

Juicy Jumbo Cheese Burger
Large Or^M Colden Fries
“
Drink

$

$

^ 1 .7 5

, /24/80 - 1/30/8
Offer (food 1

M EA/NEA is
Financial Resources -

“I

T o help us to implement

the programs we decide upon

Freshly Brewed Coffee

A

Services of Legal and Other Staff - To assist us
to maximize our effectiveness in dealing with

t>onut
.60
7fd 1/31/80 - 2/6/80

the state legislature

L egislative In fluence

-

T o enable u s to m axim ize

our effectiven ess in dealing w ith d ie state
legislature

M utual Support o f S tate U niversity C om m unity
C ollege and Public S ch o o l F acu lties - T o back
up our d ecision s and strengthen our effo rts to
achieve d ie goals w e se t for ourselves

»

I

•

I

I

A Free Brownie With Any Luncheon
Combination & Medium Soft Drink

I

Offer Good 2/1/80 - 2/13/80

•
t
I -

Vegetarian Combination With Our
Delicious Homemade Soup
ONLY S1.73

Mam Entree With Our Delicious
Homemade Soup
ONLY S1.99

Offer Good 2/14/80 - 2/20/80

Offer Good 2/21/80 - 2/27/8*

Steaming Ham, Hot Buy, Small Order
Golden Fries, Medium Soft Drink
ONLY Sl-80

Offer Good 2/28/80 - 3/5/80

Super B.B.Q., Crispy Onion Rings
Medium Soft Drink
ONLY $1.40

Offer Good 3/6/80 - 3/12/80

I
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By
Suzanne Joseph
GVSC in the Clear;
M SU all Muddy
Michigan State may have Muddy Waters, but1Grand Valley has Jim
llarkcma.
Ever since MSU’s Athletic Director Doug Weaver hired Frank (Muddy)
Waters as the new Spartan football coach last week, rumors have been
flying concerning Grand Valley’s football coach, Jim llarkcma.
Waters was a GLIAC (Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Conference)
coach. He has compiled 180 career victories, 78 losses and seven ties. In
1954, he took over head coaching duties at Hillsdale College, and in 1975,
he initiated Saginaw Valley's football program. Last fall, Saginaw Valley
won the GLIAC crown with 4-0-1 record.
So the question is, will Harkema accept a coaching job at MSU if Waters
offers him one? Waters has not contacted Harkema, and vice versa,
llarkcma is a prime candidate, and a far better coach than Waters. Sagi
naw Valley was lucky if they even scored a touchdown against Grand
Valley during conference action in recent years.
Harkema is too busy recruiting high school athletes to sit by the phone
and wait for it to ring.
“He (Waters) may consider calling some people
within the conference,” Harkema commented. “I don t know if he 11 call
me or not. I wouldn’t be surprised either way.”
"I'd be willing to listen to anything he had to say if he called, but that
doesn’t necessarily mean I would go. It’s important my players and re
cruits know that.”
What does Waters have that llarkcma doesn’t? He has a MSU diploma
and over 25 years of experience in coaching.
At 57, Waters is the same age Duffy Daugherty was when he retired
from coaching at Michigan State. He may be old, but he has all the quali
fications MSU w anted- he’s a man with green and white blood flowing
through his veins, who knows the football ropes in Michigan, who will not
use MSU as a stepping stone to another school, and who is familiar to
Michiganders. Waters meets all those qualifications.
Some people say, give the man a chance. Some say Michigan State will
be sorry. I say I’m glad I’m a Wolverine fan.
llarkcma, like many others, had different emotions about the decision.
“I was very surprised and shocked,” he said. "I wasn’t aware he was a
serious candidate at all. I feel that as far as
(Waters) being a winner,
he’s only won once in our conference (last fall). He’s a good recruiter and
has proven the test of time.”
“As a person, Waters is dynamic, an eloquent speaker, and goes first
class in everything.” He goes first class all right. At Saginaw Valley you
could tell where all the money in the athletic budget went:
F-O-OT-B-A-L-L.
“ As a coach, he delegated a lot of responsibility to his assistant
>coaches, "Harkema added.
Waters w as lucky he always had good assistant coaches, because they
certainly knew more than he did, and to gain the respect of the MSU
players, Waters will have to hire excellent assistants. “As long as he goes in
there with a good staff and open eyes, he’s bound to gain respect,”
Harkema said. “The important thing is the chemistry of his staff. They
have to click on the solvirg of problems.”
Problems? Waters has to select his staff, decide who to award scholar
ships to, and decide who will quarterback the team. Those are just initial
problems. He will have game-by-game problems too. The GLIAC is not
the Big Ten. In the Big Ten, 80,000 fans, not just 1,000, boo'the coach.
By the way, Harkema doesn’t bleed green and white; he bleeds blue and
white.

Wrestlers Finish First at Home
by Jeff Tikkancn
Awwtv shucks, the t.akcrs ain't
gonna stop for a million bucks.
The relentless l-akcr wrestling
team has once again brought home
the first place trophy, this time with
a decisive first place finish at their
own Grand Valley Invitational held
last Saturday in Allendale.
In a tough field of ten teams,
Grand Valley’s mat-men walked
away with five individual first place
crowns and two third place finishes.
Jeff "Hollywood” Henderson (118)
placed third after a narrow defeat at
the hands of the tournament
champion, Tim Smclscr, from
Muskegon Community College.
Four-year veteran Felix “the cat”
Perez (126) placed a solid third with
his first taste of competition this
season. Laker of the Week, Dorr
Granger, pinned all of his opponents
to take the 134 lb. crown.
Grand Valley’s team depth shone
through
when
Paul
“cradle”
Neumann and freshman Mike Heath
ended up sharing the individual
title at 150. Tony Diola (158)

known in wrestling circles as the
"Italian Stallion”, added another
notch to his list of impressive first
place finishes.
"Big Bill” Kugcnstein’s weekly
crash diet payed off for him as he
defeated a high school arch rival
from Eastern Michigan University in
the finai championship round at 190
lbs.
And last but surely not least, Ron
F.ssink (heavyweight) man-handled
his opponents, pinning the first two
and soundly thrashing the last (1 2-0),
in the championship match.
The nationally ranked Lakers have
wrestled well all season, but Jim
Scott remains cautious, “ Even
though we won,” Scott said, “ I think
we can wrestle better.” Scott went
on to explain that his Lakers are now
going through retrogression, which in
simpler terms means that the team is
in a seasonal low cycle, but reassures
that all athletes go through it as the
season progresses.
The individual champions were:
(118) T. Smclscr MCC, (126) D.
Smith GRJC, (132) D. Granger

Joe Chase (background), a 177 lb. junior from Howard City going for a
takedown during the GVSC Invitational Tournament (photo by David Poll)
GVSC, (142) J. Trainer GRJC, (150)
F. Neumann GVSC and M. Heath
GVSC co-champs, (158) T. Diola
GVSC, (167) D. Riley GRJC, (177)
R. 7.muda UWP, (190) B. Kugcnstein
GVSC, and (llwt) R. F.ssink GVSC.
The final team scores were:
Grand Valley (84 1/4), Grand
Rapids JC (61), Western Mich.
(56 1/4), Lake Sup. State (47),
Eastern Mich. (27), Ferris (25 1/2),
Muskegon CC (20 1/4), WisconsinParkside (17), Hope (1 1/2), and
Saginaw Valley (1 1/2).

John Wilder (top) in action during the Grand Valley Invitational Wrestling Tournament (photo by Dave Poll)

viTaiiti Vullcy** next wrcstlinjj cist?
will lie a double dual against the
Huskies from Michigan lech and
the Lake Superior State Soo Lakers
Saturday in Sault St. Marie. Both
teams arc league opponents, and the
GLIAC dual meet title is at stake.
Any fans wishing to make the
trip north with the team should
contact Jim Scott, ext. 259, fieldhouse.

Lakers Back on Top o f Great Lakes Conference
by Steven M. Serulla
The Grand Valley State men’s
basketball team split two crucial
games last weekend as the Lakers
dropped one to Hillsdale College on
Saturday 71-56 to fall into second
place in the Great Lakes Conference
standings. But, a combination of
GVSC’s victory over Northwood

Institute 80-63 and Saginaw Valley’s
upset win over Hillsdale 79-54 pro
pelled the Lakers back into a twoway tie for the GLIAC lead with
Hillsdale.
“This game was the most impor
tant game for us to win this season,”
commented
Laker coach Tom
Villemure following the victory over
Northwood. “ Especially after our

disappointing loss on Saturday.
“This game was pivotal for us in
respect to both the NA1A playoff
picture and the conference race,”
added Villemure.
He stated that
even before hearing of the Hillsdale
loss ro Saginaw Valley.
Upon hearing the score of that
contest the Laker lockerroom was
ecstatic with whoops and cheers of
joy. Mark Cheklich, Grand Valley’s
center and top scorer could be
heard shouting, “We’re back in first
place!”
Balanced scoring paid off for the
Lakers as ail five starters finished in
double figures in the seventh con
ference win against two defeats for
the Grand Valley squad. Leading the
way was Cheklich with 19 points on
five of six from the floor and nine of
12 from the charity strip. He also
shared top rebounding honors with
forward Chris Chadwick as each con
tributed eight to Grand Valley’s total
of 44.
Guard Ed Moultrie, the real hero
for the Lakers, chipped in with 14
points, six rebounds and six assists,
while Chadwick, forward John
Harrington, and guard/forward Mark
Principe contributed 14, 13, and 11
points each for the victors.
In defeating Northwood Institute,
Grand Valley reversed the role it had
played just three weeks before in the
loss at Nl. The Lakers jumped out to
a quick 9-4 lead but lost the momen
tum and the Northmen charged back
to lead 16-13 with 10:29 left in the
half. A» that point, Villemure called
a timeout to regroup and the Loiters
proceeded to tear up the floor as
they connected for 13 straight points
in the next four minutes to move

University.
Saturday’s contest is
open in the last six minutes of the
ahead for good, 26-13.
doubly important as Grand Valley
game.
Grand Valley was led by
This is when Moultrie went to
needs a win to stay in contention
Chris Chadwick with 16 points, Mark
work. Northwood rallied again and
for a NA1A District 23 playoff bid.
Principe added 13, and Mark
cut the Laker lead to 29-26 with
The Lakers arc currently in a dead
Cheklich contributed 10 in the loss.
three minutes till intermission, but
lock with Saginaw Valley for a home
T
he
Lakers,
now
12-9
on
the
year,
Moultrie hit three straight jumpers
court advantage in the post season
visit Saginaw Valley State College on
from outside the foul circle and gave
Saturday in a very important con tournament and the Cardinals have
Grand Valley a comfortable 37-28
won six straight conference match
ference game. Mo,.day afternoon,
halftime advantage.
ups after dropping the first three
Northwood coach Pat Miller
the Lakers travel to Detroit where
this year.
pointed to Moultrie’s timely jumpers
they will be hosted by Wayne State
as the difference in the game. “We
had regained the momentum and had
a chance to regain the lead before the
half, but Eddie’s (Moultrie) jumpers
made the difference."
In the second-half. Grand Valley
Dorr Granger, a sophomore from
continued to pad their lead until
at one point the Lakers had a 71-45 Eaton Rapids, has been chosen as
Laker of the Week by The Lanthorn
lead with five minutes remaining.
sports
staff for his championship
Grand Valley hit only one fieldgoal during the last ten minutes of victory in Grand Valley's Invitational
the contest, yet they were able to Wrestling T ournament last Saturday.
At 134 lbs.. Granger pinned all
score 19 points from the charity
three
of his opponents, including
strip as the Northmen spent the last
half of the second half trying to foul Scott Mills (Muskegon Community
College), Kevin Casper (Univ. of
themselves back into the game.
Wise.” Parkside), and Kevin Mills
The Lakers shot 62.2 percent
(Eastern Michigan Univ.).
from the floor while holding the
Granger defeated Mills from EMU
Northwood squad to just 32.8 per
in the finals with a time of 6:58.
cent shooting.
Forward Terry
"Dorr is one of our hardest work
Woodley, the Northmen’s top scorer
ers,” praised Coach Scott. “He’s a
was held to just one basket for the
constant mover. ”
game - a big difference from the
The GVSC Tournament was the
earlier contest in which he per
sonally subdued the Lakers with 24 first time Granger has competed
since injuring his back on Dec. 8 at
points.
the Michigan Open. He currently
In Saturday’s game at Hillsdale holds a 9 -1 record.
Also competing at the 134 weight
College. Grand Valley suffered its
second Great Lakes Conference loss class at GVSC is Brian Smith, a jun
of the season. The Lakers spent ior from Zeeland, who is battling
roost of the game playing catch up with Granger for the permanent nod
basketball and it looked like it might from Scott. “This is going to lead to
Dorr Grantee (photo by Tom W«fca).
be a dose one until Hilkdalc broke it interesting problems,” Scott joked.

I Laker of the Week
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Intramurals
Take a
Boost

Grand Valley’s Track Pack
Places Second at Aquinas M eet

Things aren’t all that bad though,
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feated conference foe Ferris State
College, and currently owns a 4-2
record in the GLIAC (Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athlethic Conference)
standings. So, there still may be
hope!
In Big Rapids, the Lakers strug
gled to win, turning the ball over 35
times, but managed to pull out a 6056 victory. Grand Valley shot 37
percent from the floor, compared to
Ferris’ 32 percent. The Bulldogs
attempted 24 more field goals, allow
ing the final margin to be a little
tighter than Baker would have liked.
“Our offense was slow and slug
gish,” Baker said. "We didn’t put the
ball up enough, and weren’t hitting
the shots we took.”
Freshman Deb Mast continues to
be Baker's most consistent player, as
she connected for 13 points, includ
ing nine out of ten from the free

Distance runner Glen Bradley, a
freshman from Charlotte, finished
second in the mile-run with a time
of 4:28.8.
When the day concluded, GVSC
had eight first place finishers and a
team score of 67 points - only 5 1/2
points away from host Aquinas
College. Spring Arbor finished the
day with 31 points.
The Lakers will travel to Michigan
State University on Saturday to
compete in the MSU Relays.

Frad Shoemaker, a sophomore transfer from Northern Michigan University,
is pictured above during competition at Aquinas College, where he placed
second in the 300-meter race, and first in the 50-yard dash (photo by Paul
Worster).

This Week With the Lakers
Women's Basketball

GVSC at Calvin College

7 p.m.

Saturday

Track
Men’s Basketball
Women’s Basketball
Wrestling

MSU Relays (East Lansing)
GVSC at Saginaw Valley
GVSC at Saginaw Valley
Lake Superior State and
Michigan Tech (away)

noon
2 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
all day

Monday

Men’s Basketball
Women’s Basketball

GVSC at Wayne State
Wayne State at GVSC
,
(Allendale High School)

4:30 p.m.
6 p.m.

Thursday

Men’s Basketball

Oakland at GVSC
(Ford Fieldhousc)

7:30 p.m.

Thursday

Debate Team
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With this entire Quad ad—one ticket
Grand Valley’s Debate Team
received top honors last weekend at
the Michigan Intercollegiate Speech
Tournament
at
Wayne
State
University.
The novice team consisting of
Ann Michelem and John Parrish
(affirmative), and Julie Ruggles and
Peter Farb (negative), received first
place honors in their division. In
addition, Michelem, Ruggles, and
Farb received individual Superior
Speaker Awards .
The varsity team consisting of
Jim Thompson and Barb Gleaner
split their debates at 2-2. Glesner
also received an Excellent Speaker
Award.
The GVSC team will be attending
their final tournament of the season
on Feb. 16 at the University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater.

51 Monroe Mall
2019 S. Division
3150 Plainfield N.E.
1533 Wealthy St. S.E.
2883 S. Wilson, Grandville

deserve
flowers.

‘The Prize Fighter '
Tim Conway

G«orge Sogal

Don K nottf

Dustin Hoffman

‘The Last Married Couple

PG

Especially for
Valentine’s Day. So
if you’ve got a 10 on
your m ind, now is the
time to send him or
her a very special
Valentine: T he
F T D Valentine Bud
Vase. It’ll work, be
cause 10’s know they
deserve the best.

^

’K R A M E R VS. K R A M E R ’

People M eeting People
If you are 18 or older we offer a better way to meet
people.
No computers - high quality, confidential,
personalized service----- at a price you can afford. THE
TIM E IS NOW!! For free information call or write:

The FTD Valentine Bud
Vase is usually available for
less than $10 00 As an in
dependent businessman,
each FTD Florist sets his
own prices Service charges
and delivery maybe
additional Most FTD
Florists accept American
Express and othe maior
credit cards ‘ 1980 Florists
Transworld Delivery We
send Mowers worldwide

Dating Exchange (Since 1974)
P.0. Box 1493
Grand Rapids, Ml 49501
(1-616)531-3260

ATTENTION WOMEN between the
ages o f 18 and 25 — 1/2 o ff with
this coupon.

CAST KIRTW00B RICH SCHOOL
AML, FIBMMY tf, 7i30 M L
(010) 45*4573 or 45*4 IM

Tkfcots on Solo now at Soars Woodland MaN and

My major is math
My minor is Zen
I k n o w fm a 9
But youiare a 10.

Robert Radford la n e Fonda

Earns Honors

KKNTW00D FINE n*3
ARTS AUDITORIUM

miOHOHt RI5IRVATI0HS M »
IHIORMATIOH 101 SMCIAL
MTR0H OHCMSTHA MATS
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With this entire Northtown ad-one ticket only
$1.50 (except Fri. or Sat.).
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Pat Baker, women’s basketball
coach at Grand Valley, would like to
dig a hole and bury herself in it. Un
fortunately, that wouldn't change
the way things have been going for
her squad.
The Lakers have buried them
selves into a hole, and are finding it
harder and harder to relocate the
surface.
At one time (after the Jan. 10
Saginaw Valley victory), Grand
Valley owned a respectable 4-6 re
cord, but then proceeded to lose four
straight games. Now the Lakers own
an
unwelcome 6-12 record, the
worst a Grand Valley women’s team
has ever had.

11-6 ) .
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by Suzanne Joseph

throw strip. Claudette Charney and
Tammy Jones chipped in ten points
each.
The competition outside of the
conference seems to be getting
tougher. Ten out of the 12 games
the Lakers have lost so far have been
against non-conference foes.
Last Thursday, Grand Valley play
ed its best offensive game all year,
but fell to a strong University of
Michigan squad, 104-75.
U of M’s 104 points may seem
like a lot, but 75 isn’t bad either. "It
was frustrating,”
Baker pleaded.
“The key to the game was our poor
defense, not offense - Normally 47
percent will win the ball game (U of
M shot 56 percent).''
“They (U of M) shot the net out
of the basket. I have never seen a
team shoot like that," Three WoIvctt
incs scored 20 point* or
Leading the Lakers was Charney
with 22 points followed by Mast and
Sheri Anderson, scoring 14 and 12
points respectively.
Things weren’t much better at
Adrian College on Saturday, as the
Lakers took an 80-69 drubbing.
Adrian got the revehge they have
always wanted. Grand Valley had de
feated Adrian the past two years in
the finals o f the state tournament.
Charney led the Laker attack with
18 points and 14 rebounds, and Mast
scored 13 points. Freshman Chris
Wolter put in her best performance
of the year, shooting 50 percent
from the floor en route to a ten
point performance.
The Lakers hope to get the win
ning spark back as they entertain
GLIAC foe Wayne State on Monday
at Allendale High School in a 6 p.m.
contest.

(
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Cagers Buried

Intramurals, according to Grand
Valley IM supervisor Ron Clark, are
taking a boost at Grand Valley.
‘‘Grand Valley has one of the top
IM programs of all the GL1AC (Cheat
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Con
ference) schools,” Clark stated.
He is hoping that this will lie the
best year for IM basketball, including
four-on-four
and
self-officiated
games.
leagues are divided as follows:
two men’s leagues composed of six
teams each, and two men’s leagues
composed of five teams each.
Also competing will be four
women’s teams and two co-ed teams.
Games will lie played from 6 p.m.
to 11 p.m. on Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Sundays in the gymnastics room
in the ficldhouse.

Baker came in sixth in the 50-yard
dash and fifth in the 300-meter.
Placing first, second, and third
in the pole vault event for the Lakers
were Bill Davenport
(12), Jon
Ilarroff (11-6), and Jeff Clinger

CX3

It is going to be a long season for
Bill dinger and his young Laker
track and field squad.
Grand Valley finished second in a
tri-mect last Saturday at Aquinas
College when they could have fin
ished first had they had entrants in
the 3000-meter steeple chase, the
triple jump, and the two-mile walk.
‘‘We don't have the depth we
would like to have,” Clinger said.
Despite the lack of men to fill
respective events, Clinger was pleased
with the performances of his squad.
Jeff Chadwick, a freshman from
Detroit, captured first places in the
high jump and the long jump with
distances of 6-4 and
20-7 1/2
respectively.

Doug Kuiper, a second-year run
ner from^Jenison, finished first in the
880-yard run with a time of 1:58.1.
Kuiper was also a member of the
first place mile-relay team, along
with Richard Tuller, Del Deweerd
and Jim Kaminski.
In the 440-yard dash, Deweerd
placed first with a time of 53.8 and
Richard Tuller finished fourth with
a respectable 55.2.
Transfer Fred Shoemaker cap
tured a first in the 50-yard dash and
a second in the 300-meter with times
of 5.7 and 34.5.
Freshmen Phil Green and Scott
Baker competed in the 50-yard
dash and the 300-meter. Both men
put in good performances, as Green
finished second in the 50-yard dash
and fourth in the 30O-meter, while

;

by Den hie Doty

by Brett A. Rrown

Helping you
say it right.
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“Where is AAUP on the issues?"

ON TARGET AND ON SCHEDULE!

A A U P PLATFORM
Collective Bargaining: Principles and Positions

GVSC Chapter - AAUP

The AAUP has protected and advanced the professional intere»ts of faculty member* in hlghar education for more than 6 0 years. Faculty mem
bers govern and control the Association. Just as it advocates autonomy for educational Institutions, its chapters are autonomous. N o outside group,
no remote and expensive national or statewide organization, can dominate the policy or priorities o f AAUP. As in all of Its professional activities,
collective bargaining w ill be carried on by elected faculty members representing the GVSC chapter.
AAUP has a distinguished record o f promoting and defending the professional interests o f faculty.

It established the concept of tenure which

protects our colleagues, our students, and the public we serve from political interference and corrupting pressures. The Association's 1940 State
together w ith numerous subsequent policy statements, Is now the cornerstone of responsible
freedom upon which the public's trust in the integrity o f higher education is based.

ment o f Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure,

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING NOW?
From the beginning the AAUP has insisted that participation o f faculty in the policy-making and governance o f a college or university is essential
to the academic health, quality, and educational integrity o f the institution. A AU P holds that at some Institutions collective bargaining is the bestand sometimes the only-m eans o f securing this essential participation.
We think that the G VSC faculty needs collective bargaining at this time. A negotiated agreement w ill strengthen the faculty in its proper and
essential role o f partnership of planning, allocation o f resources, and development and implementation o f academic and educational policy. It will
provide a framework for solving institutional problems w ithin which the faculty and administration are compelled to look at the total picture to 
gether and to understand one another's viewpoints and concerns. This has happened at institutions where AAUP is the bargaining agent. The insti
tution is strengthened when faculty members become a fu lly integrated part of the decision-making process.

WHAT AAUP STANDS FOR
If AAUP is to represent your interests, you are entitled to know exactly where your prospective bargaining agent stands on the m ajor issues. A ny
contract to which the GVSC chapter o f the AAUP is a party must reflect the basic principles o f academic freedom and tenure, cornerstones of the
academic profession in America. G V S C -A A U P w ill pursue the following goals:

• ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND TENURE:
AAUP would never negotiate a contract that abridges academic freedom or weakens tenure.

• PRIMACY OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS:
Grand Valley's administration assumes legitimate responsibility for insuring th at the institution complies w ith state and federal regulations and for
providing a variety of services. Administrative echelons, however, sometimes reflect n limited acquaintance w ith the processes o f education and
scholarship. The result is action th at interferes w ith the academic mission of GVSC. One consequence o f a good contract is a policy and a proce
dural framework th at properly restricts the degree to which administrators may interfere w ith the prim ary professional work o f the institution. Con
versely, G V S C -A A U P w ill support all facets o f Grand Valley's operation that enhance the education o f its students and its faculty's role in the ad
vancement o f knowledge and in the betterment o f society.

• STRONG AND EFFECTIVE COLLEGIAL GOVERNANCE PROTECTING THE RIGHTFUL AUTHORITY OF THE FACULTY:
A central question in faculty collective bargaining is w hat happens to existing forms of governance. O ur position

\t tu ta m b ig o u s Academic

and

educational policy matters should continue to be the concern of individual faculty members, departments, colleges. Senate and other appropriate
bodies. A ny collective bargaining agreement negotiated by AAUP will respect the appropriate jurisdiction o f faculty governing bodies. G V S C A AU P w ill seek to support and stengthen collegial forms o f governance which prom ote cooperation among students, faculty and administration and
which assure the real and effective participation o f faculty representatives in college decision-making, including budget development.

• ESTABLISHMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE AND EFFECTIVE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES:
AAUP has fo r over half a century worked w ith faculty and staff seeking redress o f grievances, regardless o f whether or not they were members of
the Association. This com m itm ent w ill continue.

• SALARIES THAT ARE JUST TO THE FACULTY:
G V S C -A A U P is vitally concerned w ith salaries. Only a professionally strong faculty can provide the quality o f teaching, research, and service
that Grand Valley students and the citizens o f Michigan expect and deserve. Salaries must be high enough to attract and retain first-rate tachers and
scholars and to keep their morale high. G V S C -A A U P believes that cost o f living adjustments and professional m erit increments are essential to a
good salary structure.
Cost o f Living:
Faculty purchasing power has deteriorated seriously in recent years because o f inflation. G V S C -A A U P 's position is that independently budgeted
adjustments must be provided to protect faculty from the continuing inroads o f inflation. There is no reason w hy the m ajority of faculty members
should be penalized by inflation-caused salary reduction.
Professional Merit:
G V S C -A A U P is com m itted to the principle that funds fo r merit raises should be a specific part of each negotiated salary agreement. M erit raises
must provide real increases in purchasing power and reflect the general, long-run advance in the inflation-corrected income o f society at large. Facul
ty members must participate fully and effectively in establishing the merit criteria by which the individual is judged.
Equity and Market Conditions:
The recent publication o f Grand Valley salaries revealed desparities that appear to be unjust. The G V S C -A A U P recognizes th at professional mar
ket conditions inside and outside o f academe create variations among disciplines that must be recognized.
Nevertheless, we pledge an analysis of
GVSC faculty salaries, supplemented by expertise developed at other AAUP chapters, to determine whether differences in excess of those dependent
on market factors and m erit are equitable. Corrective action w ill follow.

• • EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYMENT IN COMPLICANCE WITH THE SPIRIT AS WELL AS THE LETTER OF THE LAW:
G V S C -A A U P supports actions and policies designed to eliminate discrimination on the basis o f sex, race, age, national origin, or physical handi
cap in all areas o f college life, including hiring, promotion, tenure, salary, governance, benefits and job duties.

• A FACULTY WORKLOAD DEFINITION BROAD AND FLEXIBLE ENOUGH TO FIT THE VARIETY OF MIXES OF UNIQUE FACULTY
CONTRIBUTIONS:
We oppose application o f student-credit-hour ratios as a rigid determinant of workload.

• AAUP OPPOSES TENURE QUOTAS.
• IMPROVED FRINGE BENEFITS:
G V S C -A A U P endorses the national A AU P and Michigan Conference proposals fo r equalization o f pension benefits fo r women. Grand Valley
also should consider such benefits as extended library privileges, tuition rebate for families, dental insurance, adequate travel fo r professional meet
ings, and prepaid legal, ta x , and psychological counseling.

• STANDARDS FOR RETRENCHMENT/FINANCIAL EXIGENCY DECISIONS:
The national A AU P has published policies in this regard th at should become incorporated into GVSC's regulations. Those policies emphasize
faculty participation both in the determination th at the institution is or is not in a state o f emergency and in the decisions about how to meet the
problem, if one exists.

• CURBING PROLIFERATION OF TEMPORARY AND PART-TIME POSITIONS:
Students deserve instruction and advising by full-tim e faculty members who are committed to excellence in teaching and to the welfare o f Grand
Valley.

• AGENCY SHOP:
In an institution o f few er than 2 4 0 faculty members, complete support of the unit is essential. As is always th e case w ith AAUP chapters, a con
scientious objection clause w ill be included.

• FACULTY EVALUATION OF ADMINISTRATORS:
In keeping w ith its com m itm ent to interdependence, communication, and joint action among th e constituents o f GVSC, A AU P asserts th at facul
ty members must contribute significantly to judgments and decisions regarding the evaluation o f performance and th e retention o f administrators.

Join your colleagues at Wayne, Oakland, Eastern, Western and
Northern Michigan Universities

Vote A A U P on February 20
Amarican Association o f University P ro fM o ra.
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